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About This Game

Tower defence with classic gameplay.
Build towers to protect your base from lots of enemies.

- 30 temathic levels
- Ugly models

- Destructible enemies body
- Blood

- Trash and hell

Develop by professional programmers.
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You shoot sharks in it. I generally like quiz-based games. This one has plenty of content (as you probably guessed), and it can be
pretty challenging, but the narrator has one of those speech-to-text voices, which I found to be fairly annoying. A placeholder
voice is fine in an early access title, but not in a full release, in my opinion. I would have preferred a voiceless speech-bubble
presentation or something similar (e.g., Nintendo-style) instead of the current presentation.

Would I still recommend this? Yes, but barely. Unless you have to have it right now, I recommend waiting for a discount. You
can find similar games for free for most mobile devices.. This is not a tower defense game, it is a purely poor game for tower
defense. Every tower has to be manned is dumb. This more a real time strategy game without the ability to repair your main
structure. Do not download or buy this game. The developers made a serious bad mistake trying to combine the two. Also
enemies do not attack until you build your first tower. Enemies attacking right after you land does not give you enough time to
plan out your defense of the lander. Therefore the developers need to go back and decided whether to have a real time strategy
game with base building or just a tower defense game.. Okay game, but only buy it if it's on sale.

WARNING: YOU WILL HAVE TO SET UP THE CONTROLS MANUALLY IF YOU PLAN TO USE A
KEYBOARD

PROS:
 - Looks really nice
 - Runs well
 - Simple, but fun (once you get the controls set up)
 - Good soundtrack (Chipzel, great chiptune artist)

CONS:
 - Clearly not made for Keyboard/Mouse. The controls arne't mapped by default and the in-game cues to press buttons are all
controller based.
 - The soundtrack is locked to the chipzel songs. No option to import songs
 - This is NOT a rhythm game. The gameplay is not tied to the song at all. You're just on a track collecting coins and avoiding
opsticles and the music is just sortof there...
 - The randomly generated tracks are pretty poorly generated. There will be long stretches of just going in a straight line with
nothing to collect.. Finally found it! Thus game is a gem, i love playing it!. Ensign-1 is a game where you are in space and fight
against aliens to save earth from death.You are spawned in a spaceship and your objective is to destroy the aliens bases and
spaceships so you can save the world.The game has a first person mode too.I will recomend this game beacuse i like the concept.
5.5\/10
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Please do not try this game at home.. Isn't an agnostic just an atheist without balls?. As someone who has been enjoying RTS
games since age 7 in 2000, i must say this is one of the most underrated RTS games of all time IMO. Give it a try.. I love this
game, but it won'tr load for me half the time.I would like this problem fixed if possible..
. So much nostalgia. I remember playing this as a kid on a Packard Bell with windows 95, a few Mb of RAM, and maybe 1 Gb
of disk drive space.

Great game, very addictive. Real-time strategy battles and turn-based economy is a great blend.

The Knight is a bit more relaxed, but when he sends out an army to fight you on your land and you win, he reprimands you for
being aggressive. The Baron is a bit of a jerk and only accepts large amounts of money for friendship. The Bishop lies by saying
he is only sending out an army through your county for research purposes, but then turns back and attacks you the next season.
X(

. game doesnt even start. Hey! This game is excellent!
An even playfield card game is pretty rare nowadays, and this has very excellent gameplay. I can see myself sinking many hours
into Pick A Hero
The dev is also on the ball fixing bugs and releasing patches

Highly recommend. Cant beat the price for the value of gameplay. If you like hearthstone at all, you will like this game
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